D-Health is an innovation lab that builds technology for public health and medicine.
Rudi the Re-Entry Assistant

Are you interested in residential or outpatient alcohol and drug treatment that includes housing, food, and medical services near Downtown LA? Reply ‘Yes’/’No’

Your Message

Are you interested in residential or outpatient alcohol and drug treatment that includes housing, food, and medical services near Downtown LA? Reply ‘Yes’/’No’

I’m Rudi. If you text me I will try to help you by providing more information.

213.863.1442

For information and services, text 98800 to 8884 or call 213-863-1442.
Mission

Eliminate technical challenges blocking innovative solutions from scaling
Step 1
Partner with orgs to understand problems at a fundamental level

Step 2
Create practical solutions with the latest technology

Step 3
Work with partners until solutions are implemented successfully
Leverage data to understand social determinants of homelessness
Leverage data to unearth the true cost of homeless services
Leverage data to coordinate homelessness care across services
CONNECT
“I used to get arrested and go a minimum of one month before seeing a doctor even though they had the information, in their computer, that I was on medication and in mental health treatment. By the time I was released I’d be a wreck...”

- Debbie
CONNECT

AKIDO  MILKEN INSTITUTE  D+HEALTH

connect.akidolabs.com/client/4...
First responders have full context of clients during each encounter.
Outreach teams get notified in real-time of client encounters